BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Moving Forward Together
Get ahead, stay ahead with Opportunity Partners

Complete Kitting, Packaging, Assembly and Sorting
- Bring your work stations to us! For repeat projects, we can replicate your production lines at our facility. Over 400 passionate and reliable team members ready to work for you
- Variety of services include: blister packaging, shrink-wrapping, collating, labeling and sub-assemblies
- Vendor managed inventory (VMI) option available. We can purchase all materials for your specific project.

On-site Solutions
- Supervised teams provided: custodial and facilities, food services, administrative, production and manufacturing
- On-site job coaches provide training and supervision for maximum accuracy and efficiency

We do great work
Accurate, On-time, On-budget
- Fast turnaround on large scale projects
- Cost control and savings
- We can accept direct import containers, saving you money on freight
- We are your one-stop for production, warehouse and shipping - results in savings and reduced overhead. We are your back room!

Culture of Continuous Improvement
- Streamlined processes require less time, effort and resources, which lowers operational costs, produces results more quickly and offers competitive pricing
- Quality control processes; we can match your needed quality inspection processes.

Innovate – don’t stagnate!

Companies of all sizes rely on Opportunity Partners:
Boston Scientific
Coghlan's
Climatech
General Mills
Graco
Great Northern Packaging
Jilco Jewelry
Parker Hannifin
Phillips & Temro
Rockler
Streamworks
Target
Thermo King
Wiha Tools
**Flexibility**
Proven design processes to help your workflow. Repetitive, manual labor-intensive projects are our specialty. Gain freedom to focus on your core business.

**History of Success**
Trusted problem-solvers since 1953, ready to innovate and help you develop long-term solutions to grow your business.

**Production & Staffing Solutions**

**Staffing**
Solve your workforce challenges. Reduce time and effort spent filling and training positions. Skilled labor solutions for assembly, light production, packaging and kitting.

**Size & Space**
High volume capacity with versatile production & warehouse space at three locations.

---

"How am I going to get this done?"  
>>> We can keep things moving!

“It is a pleasure doing business with OP. They have lightened the load for our teams in all areas and have drastically increased our overall productivity.”

- Donna Drattio, Supply Supply Chain Specialist, Phillips & Temro

“For more than 50 years, we have relied on the flexible and cost-effective services of Opportunity Partners for our packaging and assembly needs. This trusted partnership has allowed us to accelerate our time to market, control our costs and focus on our core business.”

- Rob Coghlan, CEO, Coghlan’s

“OP has allowed us to bring our workstations to their location, which has given us the ability to expand and update our production floor while saving the long time clients. It has been a great addition to our production plans and has saved us significant money on overhead.”

- Ken Turner, Division Supply Chain Manager, Quick Coupling Division, Parker Hannifin
About Opportunity Partners
We are a Minnesota nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization advancing the quality of life for people with disabilities since 1953.

About OP Social Enterprises
We provide business services and workforce solutions to companies like yours. These partnerships meet and exceed your business expectations while creating meaningful and inclusive work opportunities for adults with disabilities.

What is a Social Enterprise?
A social enterprise conducts business for the benefit of a good cause. You can be part of our success!

Contact us to take a tour, meet our teams and learn about partnership opportunities!

opportunities.org/business-solutions
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